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ABSTRACT.   Estimates for the Ü operator are used to derive estimates for

the Neumann operator in weighted Hilbert spaces.  The technique is similar to

that used to prove regularity of solutions of elliptic partial differential equations.

A priori estimates are first obtained for smooth compactly supported forms and

these estimates are then extended by suitable approximation results.  These

estimates are applied to give new bounds for the reproducing kernels in the sub-

spaces of entire functions.

1. Introduction. L. Hörmander gave fundamental estimates for the 9 opera-

tor in weighted Hilbert spaces in [5]. Based on this work, we give here improved

estimates for the associated Neumann operator. These estimates are applied to

give new bounds for the reproducing kernels of the subspaces of analytic functions.

In [3], this technique is applied to problems of weighted polynomial approximation.

To introduce our results, we present some notation. The Hilbert space of

(classes of) functions on C" which are square integrable with respect to the mea-

sure e-0} dX, where co is measurable with respect to the Lebesgue measure dX, is

denoted by Z,2(co). Similarly L2 „)(<*>) is the space of differential forms of type

{p, q) whose coefficients belong to Z,2(co).

To illustrate our results, suppose n = 1 and there is a positive constant c so

that 92co/9z9z > c.  Then the Neumann operator, N, maps Z,?0 i)(co) into

Z,20jx(co). It is shown, in Theorem 2, that if

a<y/2c<ß   and   0 EL20i){o> - ß\z\),

then N{d) E ¿201)(co - c*|z|). This result is applied, in Theorem 6, to show that

the reproducing kernels of A2(co), the subspace of analytic functions in ¿2(co),

belong to A2(co - a\z\). Estimates for the Neumann operator in a more general

setting are given in Theorem 4 and general estimates for reproducing kernels are

presented in Theorems 7 and 8.
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396 S. L. HANTLER

Our method for proving estimates for the Neumann operator is similar to that

used in proving regularity of solutions of elliptic partial differential equations. A

priori estimates are obtained for smooth forms with compact support. Approxi-

mation results are then proved in order to extend these estimates to forms which

can be suitably approximated by smooth, compactly supported forms.

The technique for obtaining estimates for reproducing kernels is based on

the idea of N. Kerzman [6] to represent reproducing kernels in terms of the

Neumann operator on the space of (0,1) forms. Kerzman used estimates derived

by J. J. Kohn [7] to prove that the Bergman kernel functions of strongly pseudo-

convex domains are smooth up to the boundary. Our estimates for the reproduc-

ing kernels of A2(co) are derived in a similar fashion, using estimates for the

Neumann operator on L20^io})-

Our estimates for the Neumann operator in weighted Hubert spaces were

motivated by the study of polynomial approximation in weighted Hilbert spaces

of entire functions in [8] and [9]. These estimates can be used to prove approx-

imation theorems in A2(co). In [3], this technique is used to show that the poly-

nomials are dense in A2(w) when co is nearly radial.

The Neumann operator is defined and some estimates of Hörmander are

given in §2. § §3 and 4 are devoted to a discussion of a special case of our results.

In §3, a priori estimates for the Neumann operator are derived, and in §4 these

estimates are extended by means of an approximation result. In § §5 and 6 we

consider the most general case of our results. We give an indication, in §5, of

the new techniques required to generalize the results of §§3 and 4. §6 is devoted

to an exposition of general estimates for the Neumann operator. Finally, in §7,

we apply these results to derive new bounds for reproducing kernels.

An earlier version of this work constituted a portion of the author's Ph. D.

dissertation at the University of Michigan (1974) under the direction of Professor

B. A. Taylor. The guidance and encouragement of Professor Taylor is gratefully

acknowledged. The author also thanks Professor J. B. Rauch for several helpful

suggestions.

2. Notation and preliminaries. We recall some notation and results of

Hörmander from [4]. The space of infinitely differentiable functions with com-

pact support in C" is denoted by V and the space of (p, £7) forms with coeffi-

cients in V is denoted by P(P((?). The 8 operator, mapping V^tq} into %,,,+!)>

is defined by

¿(Hfudz* A &')='£' Z ^T-^Adz^dz1,
\},J     ' )      I,J   k=l   °Zk

where the prime indicates that the summation extends only over increasing multi-

indices.
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In order to apply the estimates proved in [4], we shall assume that <p and ty

are in C2{Cn) and that there are positive constants 8 and c so that

(a) e~* + e-2* |#|2 < 5(1 + |z|2),

(2.1) (b) £   £ J^-{z)wiwk>{2m{z)\2+ce*^)\w\2,
/=1   k=l   ozjozk

n        n     tf-té + ib)

,= i k-i     0z]dzk

hold for all z, w E C". We write <¡>x = <¡>- 2\¡j, <b2 = <¡> - \¡t, (¡>3 = 4>, and 04 =

0 + *.
The weak extensions of the 9 operator defined on L2^   M^) —*■

Llp,q+i)(<t>2) andL%>,q+ir$2)—*L}p,q+2p3) are denoted by Tand S respec-

tively. Then T and S are closed densely defined operators with Hilbert space

adjoints T* and S*. The domain and range of an operator A are denoted by DA

andF^ respectively.

From Lemma 4.2.1 of [4] it follows that

e~*dX < 2||(7T* + S*S)fl%

for all/GZ)rj-*+5'«5.

From (2.2) we conclude that TT* + S*S has a bounded inverse, N, map-

ping Z,2p>ff+1)(02) into L2pq+1)(#2)- The operator N is the Neumann operator

on Lfaq+D^) and \\N\\ < 2/c.  Our object is to prove that the Neumann opera-

tor maps certain proper subspaces oíL2pq+1-){(p2) into other proper subspacesof

¿(p.í+dO^)-

3. A priori estimates in a special case. In this section we obtain a priori

estimates for the Neumann operator when N{0) has smooth, compactly supported

coefficients. Strong a priori estimates cannot be extended directly due to diffi-

culties encountered in proving suitable approximation results. In §4 an approxi-

mation result is proved which enables us to prove weak estimates for a more gen-

eral class of forms. These estimates are then used to prove stronger estimates for

this larger class of forms.

Certain technical difficulties arise in proving estimates for the Neumann

operator when n > 1 and i// =£ 0. These details obscure the general argument and,

therefore, in this section and in §4 we assume that « = 1 and \¡/ = 0. We also

assume that p = a = 0. In §5, we indicate how these restrictions can be removed.

General results with references to complete proofs are presented in §6.

Recall that 0 G C2{C) and that 920/9z9z > c > 0 from (2.1). Because

n = 1, we have 5 = 0 and, thus, N is the inverse of TT*. Where there is no

(2-2) c2||/||202
k=l bzt.
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danger of confusion we write / = fdz. It follows from (4.1.9) in [4] that

(3• ! ) T*if) = (90/3z)/ - df/bz   when fEDT*

and thus that

(3.2) TT\f) = (92ç4/3z9z)/ + T*idf/dz)dz   when /£ DTT*.

We conclude that

(3.3) T*iGf) = GT*if) - (9G/9z)/   when / and Gf are in DTT*

and that

^^ 7TW) = GTT*if) + § T*if)dz - g/- g §¿z

when / and G/ are in Drr*.

Finally, observe that if fEDTT*, we have

(3-5) ll/ll0 < IIAWr*(/)||0

and

(3-6) lir*(/)ii0 < ii7vii,/2iirr*(/)ii0.

We can now obtain a priori estimates for the Neumann operator by con-

sidering the commutator of TT* and multiplication by a smooth function. Let

6 E L\0A)(<p) with N(9) £ f(0>1) and G £ C°°iC). Notice that

(3.7) GW(0) = NiGO) + N[TT*, G] A/(0)

where [A, B] denotes the commutator AB - BA.  This yields

||GAf(0)||0 < ||A>||||G0||0 + \\N\\\\[TT*, G]Af(0)||0.

Our goal is to choose G and a subspace H of ¿2o>i)(0) containing P(o,i) so that

the right-hand side of (3.7) is finite when 0 £ H. We then prove an approxima-

tion result on H and apply a weak compactness argument to conclude that GN(0)

G¿(o,i)(0)-
As an example, suppose that A^(0) G í\o,i)> that 0 <a < ||iV|| % and that

G(z) = el*. Applying TT* to both sides of (3.7) yields

TT*iea*N(6)) = eal6 + [TT*, eaI]N(6).

By (3.4) and the triangle inequality it follows that

||rr*(eaF7V(0))||0 < ||eaF0||0 +fl||efl?r*Ar(0)||0.

From (3.3) and (3.6) we conclude that
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||rr*(eaJAT(0))||0 < ||ea?0||0 +a||Aqñirr*(e"A'(0))||0

and thus that

||rr*(ea?iV(Ö))|| <(1 -allAl^-Mle^öll*.

As an immediate consequence of (3.5) and (3.6) we conclude that

(3.9) Ik^/vWII* < ll/VIKl - a\\N\\Vl)-l ||ea70||0

and that

(3.10) ||eflfr*iV(0)||0 < \\N\\\l - «ll/VII^-ilk^flll^.

A natural choice of H = {fEL2ox){$): eazfEZ-2Oil)(0)} arises from (3.9)

and (3.10). If P(0,i) were dense in H in the norm ||/||H = \\eazf\\^ it would

follow from (3.9) and (3.10) by a weak compactness argument that eazN{6) E

L201){<t>) and that eazT*N{6) E L2{<p) when 0 E ff. We have been unable to

prove this density result directly.

We now consider a different choice of G and ft. Suppose that N{6) G ViQX)

and that G{z) = zm where m is a nonnegative integer. Proceeding as above we

obtain

TT*{zmN{6)) = zm8 + mzm-lT*N{8)dz

and

lirr*(z"W(0))ii0 <iizm0H0 +wl||iviiwiirr*(z"'-1Ar(0))ii0.

An inductive argument shows that

m     ||JV||-*/2

From (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that

m       I /v '

(3.11)      \\TT*{zmN{d))\\<¡><m\\\N\r12 £ jLJ^—P**ii*.

m     MiVII-*/2
(3-12) \\zmN{d)\\(l><mW\\(m+2)l2   Z ^Ti-II2**IU

k = 0 k-

and that

(3.13)      iiz'"r*A^(0)iL</«!iiivi|('w+1)/2 £ JLJb—^k°h-
k=o       K-

We denote by Hm the space of those /G L2Q^{(p) such that zfc/G

^(o,i)(#) for fc = 0, 1.m. The approximation result needed to prove

(3.12) and (3.13) for all 0 G Hm is proved in §4. We remark that (3.13) is the

critical estimate used in §6 to prove estimates for the reproducing kernels in

weighted Hilbert spaces of entire functions.
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4. Estimates for the Neumann operator in a special case. We continue to

assume that « = 1,^ = 0, and p = q = 0 in this section. We now prove the

approximation lemma needed to prove (3.12) and (3.13) for 0 £ Hm.

Lemma. Suppose that dE^and that z/_1A(0) EDT* for j = 1, 2,

... ,1  Then there exists a sequence fp, p = 1,2,... ,of elements of f(o,i)

such that

(a) S'"1/, - z¡-lNiB) in L20), p) for j = 1, 2,.. ., /, and

(b) z'TT*ifp) -» z'8 in L¡0tX)i<p)forj - 0,1.1

Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps. First compactly supported Tp

are found satisfying (a) and (b). Then the sequence / is defined by mollifying

the forms/ .

Let/= Nid) and choose a sequence rjp, p = 1,2,..., of elements of V

such that

(1)'

(2)
(4.1)

(3)

0<T?p<l,

Hp = 1 on the disc of radius p/2,

there exists a constant s so that

|9t?p/9z|2 + |3t7p/3z|2 + \d\lbzdz\2 <s(l + hrl2)"1.

Put fp = T}pf and notice that Tp has compact support and is in DTT, for each p.

Because &'% -z/_1A(0)|2 < Iz'"1^)!2*"*, (a) follows by the domi-

nated convergence theorem.

Further, it follows from (3.4) and (4.1)(1) that

\TT*ifp) -d\2e-<t> = \TT*inpf) - TT*if)\2e~^

< 2|[rr*, T?p]/i2<r* + 2|(t?p - i)rr*(/)i2e-*

Hifr*(/)e-* + 6
3%

9z9z
f"/ e-* + 6

3i?p9/

dz dz
e"* +2|rr*(/)|2e2„-*

From this inequality and (4.1)(3) we conclude that

\TT*iTD) - 0|2e~* < 6s|r*W(0)|2e-* 4- 6s|7V(0)|2e~*
(4.2) p

+ 6s|9//3z|2e-* + 2|0|2e-*
and that for / = 1, 2,..., /,

ÏÏ}TT*ifp) - z'0|2e-* < 6s|7,*(z/-17V(0))|2e-* + 6s\zt~lN(ß)\*e-*

(4.3) + ^sKg/ozXz'-1/)!2*-*

+ \2sij - l)2|z'-2AT(0)|2e-* + 2|z>0|2<T*.
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By (2.2) and the hypotheses of this lemma, the right-hand sides of (4.2) and

(4.3) are integrable and (b) follows by the dominated convergence theorem.

It now suffices to prove (a) and (b) when/£Drr« has compact support.

Choose x £ V with support in the unit disk and / x^X = 1. Writing xp(z) =

p2yipz), put/pff) = ffiS - z)xpiz)d\ and/p =fpdz. Then/p £ D(0>1) and

straightforward arguments show that (a) and (b) are satisfied.

We can now show that the Neumann operator maps Hm into Hm.

Theorem 1. Suppose 0 £ Hm.  Thenm'

TT
(a) zkNid)EDTT.,

k      HA7II-//2
(b) llz^(0)||0</i!||An|(fe+2)/2 z J!iïV-i[z'0ii0,

/=o       /*

(c) iizkr*7V(0)ii0<fc!iiivi|(*+1)/2 Z ^Ç^-m\
/=o      /•

for k = 0,1,2,... ,m.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on k. When k = 0, there is

nothing to prove. Suppose that (a), (b) and (c) are true for nonnegative integers

k, strictly less than /, where Km.

By the preceding lemma, there exists a sequence, f , of elements of P(n,i)

such that

(a) zl-% - z1~lNi8) in ¿2Oj,)(0) for/ = 1, 2,...,/, and

(b) z>'7T*(/p) -* z>0 in L2QtXß>) for / = 0, 1, . . . , /.

By (3.11), we have

\\TT*izlfp)-TT*iz'fq)\\4)

l      IIAfll-//2
</!H^||'/2 Z ^^—^TTXfp) -zfTT^QW^

/=o      I-

so that TT*izlfp) is a convergent sequence in L20 x0). Now zlfp = NTT*iz'fp)

and N is continuous, so that z'/p is also convergent in £2Oii)(0). Since zlfp -*

z7/in the sense of distributions we conclude that z'/£ L20Xp). Moreover, TT*

is a closed operator and thus zlfEDTT*. This proves (a) when k = /.  By pass-

ing to the limit in (3.12) and (3.13), we see that (b) and (c) are true for k = I.

This completes the proof.

As an application of Theorem 1, we obtain a result similar to the strong a

priori estimates (3.9) and (3.10).

Theorem 2. Suppose that a < y/2c< ßandd E ¿20>1)(c6 - ß\z\). Then

Nid) E ¿2O(,)(0 - a|z|) and T*Nid) EL2i<¡> - a\z\).
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Proof.  Notice that for all nonnegative integers k, |z|fce~^|z|/2 <k\{ßf2)~k.

Thus, we have

f|z|2fc|0|2e-*dX= U\z\ke-^l2)2\e\2e-f+^d\
(4.4) J J

<{k»2m-2k\m\l-m,

so that 0 G Hm for all m. By Theorem 1 it follows that z'N{6)EDTT. for

/ = 0,1, 2,. . . , and furthermore that

(a) \\zkN{d)\\<t)<k\\\N\\V<+2V2  £ JL1r-\\m\<j>
/=o      /!

and

(b) ||z*r*Ar(0)||0<*!|MI(ft+1)/2  ¿   l|Ar".7/2 .Eft«».

From these inequalities, (4.4), and the fact that \\N\\ < 2/c, we conclude that

(a) /=o N H '

^!(2/c)<fc+2>/2l|0||0_p,,|

and
ß-s/2c

^!(2/c)(fc+1>/2||0||0_ß|zl

The proof is completed by observing that these inequalities insure that the

power series for ea ̂ z}^N{d) converges in L201^{<p) and the power series for

eaizV2T*N{d) converges in L2{(p).

As an example of Theorem 2, let 0(z) = 2x2. If 0 G t?(0>1) then N{0) G

¿(o.i/2*2 - lzD and T*N(ß) E ¿2(2*2 - l*D-

5. The general method. In § §3 and 4 we used an a priori estimate and an

approximation result to obtain estimates for the Neumann operator when n = 1,

\b = 0 and p = a = 0. The fact that \p - 0 governed the choice of c7(z) = z in

the a priori estimate (3.8). In this section we derive a generalization of (3.8) and

discuss the associated approximation result needed to prove estimates in the

absence of these restrictions.

Suppose now that 0 G L\pq+lp2), N{9) E Vlp>q + l), and G E C°{Cn).

A natural generalization of (3.8) is

\\GNi9)\\^ < ||/V||||GÖ||02 + IUv-|lll[7T* + 5*5, G]/V(0)||02.

Unfortunately, we cannot derive the estimates for the commutator [7T* + S*S, G]

required to obtain a useful a priori estimate.
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Observe that (2.1) insures that the operator SS* + L*L has a bounded

inverse, M, where L is the weak extension of the 9 operator defined on

^(p,o+2)(^3) "^ ^(p,<7+3)(04)- Then M is the Neumann operator on

L2p[q+2)i<t>3)and\\M\\<c/2.

In order to derive a useful generalization of (3.8), observe that the projec-

tion of GAf(0) onto RT is NTT*iGNid)) and the projection of GA^(0) onto R%. is

S*MSiGNid)). We then have

G/V(0) = NTT*iGNi6)) + S*MSiGNid)).

Applying the triangle inequality we obtain

liaV(0)||02 <||JV|| || rr*(GiV(0))||02 + ||5*MS(GA^(0))||02.

Since ||S*MS(G/V(0))||02 < 11^11*11 oTGA^))!!^ we have

(5.1) IIG7V(0)||02 < HA^II ||rr*(GA^(0))||02 + \\M\\Vl||5(GiV(0))|!02.

Assume now that 0 £ ker S.  It follows that Ni$) £ ker(5). From (5.1) we con-

clude that

11^(0)»^ <||iV||||G0||02

(5-2)
+ liW||||[7T*,G]A(0)||02 + \\M\\Vi\\[S, G]A/(0)||03.

When n = 1, (5.2) is identical to (3.8), and (5.2) is the a priori estimate used to

prove the general results in §6.

It remains to choose G and H so that the right-hand side of (5.2) is finite

when 0 £ H, and to prove an approximation result to extend (5.2) to H. Appro-

priate conditions on G are given in (6.1). Since (5.2) differs from (3.8) only in

that the term [|Afl|^|| [5*, G]Nid)\\<t>3 is explicitly present in (5.2), only this term

presents new difficulties in the general case. Otherwise, the approximation result

in the general case is identical to the lemma of §4.

6. General estimates for the Neumann operator. General results are stated

without proof in this section. Proofs of the general results differ in that they are

technically more complicated than those given in §4 for a special case. However,

the main ideas remain the same. Complete proofs are given in [2].

We continue to assume that 0 and ip are in C2iC") and satisfy (2.1). In

order that the right-hand side of (5.2) be finite, we shall be interested in G £

C°°iC") such that there exist positive constants c0 and c, so that
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(1) |9G|2e-*<c2,

(2) |9C|2e-*<c2,

(6.1)
(3)    |9G|2|90|2e-2^ <c2,

(4) |99G|2e-2^ <c2,

(5) |G|2e-*<c2(l + |z|2),

(6) |C|2|9^|2e-2*<c2(l + |z|2).

For example, when n = 1 and ty = 0 the function G{z) = z satisfies (6.1).

More generally, when ^ = 0, the function G{z) = zkfoik=l,2,...,n satis-

fies (6.1). Similarly, if i//(z) = (a - l)log(l + |z|2), then G{z) = (1 + |z|2)a'2

satisfies (6.1) when a > 0.

We now state a generalization of Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Suppose that G satisfies (6.1), that 9 E ker(5) and that Gk9

E L2p q+i j(02) for k = 0,1,2,... ,m.  Then there exists a positive constant e,

depending only on c and c0, such that

(a) GkN{9)EDTT*ODs,

(b) IIG*AT(0)L   <2e*||/V||*! ¿ -Çï|rj'0|L,,
;=0   1- 2

(c) ||Gtr*iV(0)||01 < (ll/VII* + 2)efcfc! £ -^110^011^.
7=0    '5

The following analogue of Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 3 in the same

way that Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1. The constant e is the same con-

stant as in Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. Suppose that G satisfies (6.1) and that a<2fe<ß. If9E

ker(5) n ¿2p(?+1)(02 - ß\G\), then N{9) E L2^ q+xß>2 - a\G\) and T*N{8) G

Ll,q)(-<l>i-<*\G\)-

As an example of Theorem 4, suppose that c > 0 and a > 1 are constants

and that 0 E C2{Cn) satisfies

£   £ -E¡rwjñk >(Ç + 2{a - l)2)\w\2
;=1    fc=l    0Zj0Zk

for each w G C". Then 0 and 0(z) = (a - l)log(l + |z|2) satisfy (2.1), and

G{z) = (1 + |z|2)fl/2 satisfies (6.1). We conclude from Theorem 4 that if 0 G

ker(5) n V(pq+l) then there is a positive constant a so that

AT(0)Gi2p>,+1)(02-a|z|a)

andr*7V(0)GZ.2p<7)(0,-a|z|a).

In particular, if 2?= ! 2£=, (920/9z/9zfc)w/vvft > c|w|2 for each w G C" and

if 0 G ker(5) n P^   +1), then N{9) E ¿2>>,+1)(« - a|z|) and rW(0) G
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L\pq)i<p - a\z\). Thus, if ç6(z) = SJL, x2 and 0 £ P(ptî+i) we may conclude

that

7. Estimates for reproducing kernels. Suppose that co is measurable with

respect to the Lebesgue measure in C" and is bounded from above on compact

subsets of C". Then the space of analytic functions in Z.2(co) is a closed subspace

of L2(co) denoted .42(co). To each f in C" there corresponds an element Kç of

,42(co), with the property that fß) = if, Kf)w for all /£ 42(co). This analytic

function Kj. is called the reproducing kernel at £ of .42(co). (For the general

theory of reproducing kernels see [1].)

For example, the reproducing kernel at f in i42(|z|2) is K^z) = n~nez's'.

Notice that for each e < 1, the reproducing kernels of .42(|z|2) belong to

i42(|z|2 - e|z|2). In this section we apply the results derived above to prove simi-

lar estimates in A2i<px).

We begin by stating a representation theorem for reproducing kernels. This

theorem is a based on a representation result used by N. Kerzman in [6] to prove

that the Bergman kernel function in a strongly pseudoconvex domain is smooth

up to the boundary.

Theorem 5. Suppose that 0 and 0 satisfy (2.1) and Ks is the reproducing

kernel at £ in A2i<px). Then there exists g¡ E C1^") with compact support such

thatKt=gs-T*NTigX

We can use this representation theorem to derive estimates for reproducing

kernels from those estimates proved above.

Theorem 6. Suppose that 0 £ C2iCn) and that there is a positive con-

stant c so that d2<pfdzdz > c. Ifa< y/2c, then the reproducing kernels of

A2i<p) belong to A2i<p - a\z\).

Proof. We observe from Theorem 5 that AT? =gs - T*NTigs) where Tig>) is

continuous and has compact support. Since 0 is continuous, we have

7fef)£/.2o>1)(0-ß|z|)

for all /?. We conclude from Theorem 2 that T^NTigc) E I2(0 - a|z|). The proof

is completed by observing that gç £ Z.2(0, - a|z|), since g^ is continuous and

compactly supported.

Notice that Theorem 6 guarantees that the reproducing kernels of ^42(|z|2)

belong to -<42(|z|2 - a|z|) for a < \¡2 but it does not give the sharp result stated

above.

Theorem 7. Suppose that <f> E C2iC"), that <p and ip satisfy (2.1) and
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that G satisfies (6.1). Then there is a positive constant a, depending only on c

and c0, so that the reproducing kernels ofA2{<px) belong to -42(0i - a\G\).

Proof. Observe that RT C ker(5) and use Theorem 4 in place of Theorem

2 in the proof of Theorem 6.

It is of interest to note that when 0 = 0, the assumption that 0 G C2{Cn)

can be eliminated. We omit the proof and refer the reader to [2, Theorem 6.7]

for details.

Theorem 8. Suppose that 0 is a plurisubharmonic function on C" which

is bounded from below on compact sets and that the distribution

£*    A     920

/=i jfc=i   9z/9zfc    '

is nonnegative for all w E C". Suppose also that a < 2\fc¡n(yfc + \fi.). Then

the reproducing kernels ofA2{cp) belong to A2{<p - a\z\).

8. Conclusion. We have proved estimates for the Neumann operator on

^(p,g+i)(0 ~ ^) when 0 and 0 satisfy (2.1). These estimates have been applied

to prove new estimates for the reproducing kernels in .42(0 — 20).

Finally, we remark that the estimates of this paper are not sharp in any of

the spaces in which we can calculate the Neumann operator explicitly.   Such

spaces are extremely regular, however (e.g. 0 G C°°{Cn) and 0(z) = 0(|z|)), and

it is possible that they do not exhibit the extreme behavior of the general case.
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